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Abstract. This study addresses issues arising from cameras attached to
robots. Cameras on robot arms operate in dynamic environments, caus-
ing frequent changes in the camera’s field of view. As a result, situations
where only a portion of an object is identified by the camera are com-
mon. To address this, the scenario is limited to a production process with
a conveyor belt where a consistent object passes through, and the envi-
ronment is constructed using Unity to generate a dataset. The model is
trained using ResNet to recognize images containing partial objects and
estimate the object’s position. The significance lies in adjusting the cam-
era’s angle based on the model’s estimated position to fully capture the
object. This research is expected to be beneficial in the increasing use of
robotic arms in production processes, addressing problems sequentially
in the production process.
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1 Introduction

In future industries, robot technology remains crucial, bringing innovative
changes not only in industrial sectors but also in diverse fields such as healthcare,
transportation, and manufacturing. The core of such transformations lies in the
visual recognition capabilities of robots. Particularly, robotic arms heavily rely
on cameras to detect and track objects during tasks. Through this, robots com-
prehend the position, size, and orientation of objects, enabling them to execute
precise operations. [3]

However, in specific situations, cameras may observe only parts of objects
instead of the entire entity. For instance, a camera attached to a robotic arm may
capture only specific sections of an object. In such cases, complete recognition of
the object by the robotic arm for accurate task execution can become challenging.
Adjusting the position or angle of the camera to observe different parts of the
object and comprehend its overall appearance becomes crucial. [4]

This study aims to address issues arising from cameras attached to robots.
The scenario assumes a fixed camera position with the freedom to adjust its angle
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along one axis, restricting the camera’s movement to one degree. Additionally,
it assumes the object is stationary and has accurate positional information.

The objective of this study is to explore methods for adjusting the camera
angle within specified constraints to capture portions of the object. By utilizing
the captured images, the goal is to develop a technique for comprehending the
overall position of the object. This research plays a crucial role in enhancing
the efficiency of robotic operations by improving the effectiveness of camera
adjustments or robotic arm tasks in constrained scenarios. [1]

2 Related work

2.1 Unity

Constructed through Unity, the simulation platform utilized in this study, the
environment is shaped using the C# programming language for object behav-
ior control. Leveraging the extensive community and ecosystem of Unity, the
experimental environment is configured with various resources from the Asset
Store, including diverse car types. Additionally, dataset images are acquired by
adjusting angles using an internal camera. [5]

Fig. 1: Simple situation created with Unity, car object imported from assets, and
camera position adjustment
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2.2 Neural Network

ResNet serves as a fundamental tool in this research. It provides a brief intro-
duction to the deep learning model employed for inferring object positions from
images.The model used is ResNet. It is short for Residual Networks, representing
an innovative architecture designed for effective deep neural network training.
ResNet achieves smooth learning by efficiently propagating gradients through
residual connections. In this study, ResNet is applied within the Unity simu-
lation to enhance object recognition in robotic tasks. By identifying features
of partially visible objects, the estimation of Z-axis coordinates is performed.
To achieve accurate and stable object position estimation, the deep networks
are trained using ResNet. The robot’s attached camera operates in dynamic
environments, leading to frequent changes in the camera’s field of view, often
observing only parts of objects. Therefore, the efficiency and accuracy of deep
neural networks contribute to addressing such scenarios in our research. [2]

3 Proposed method

This paper proposes the following solution to address challenges arising in the
process of robotic object recognition for grasping. The dataset is prepared in the
Unity simulation environment, featuring images where only parts of objects are
visible. Subsequently, training is conducted using ResNet with partially visible
images and corresponding label information. The output from the training aims
to estimate the values of z0 and z1. The scenarios for creating the dataset are as
follows:

The camera’s position is fixed, and the camera angle is constrained to rotate
from 0 to 90 degrees around the X-axis, with the other axes fixed. The object’s
direction of movement is along the Z-axis. Objects are randomly placed within
a specific region captured by the camera, and the capture process proceeds.
The partial view of the object captured by the camera, along with the actual
coordinates of the object received within Unity (z0, z1) is considered. Then, this
information is utilized to estimate the angle by which the camera needs to be
adjusted to capture the object within its view, denoted as θGT . The estimation
of θGT is calculated using the following eq.(1)

θGT = arctan
2h

z0 + z1
(1)

Since the actual positional information of the object is known, the aim is
to calculate the camera’s angle representing the midpoint. This calculation is
intended to position the object within the range of the Z-axis that the camera
can capture, based on the Field of View (FoV). Following this, images and label
information of cars are input into the proposed ResNet model for training. The
model’s output provides predicted values for z0 and z1, enabling the estimation
of the object’s position based on the input image.

The training proceeds with the dataset constructed through this process,
consisting of images and corresponding object coordinates. The training model
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Fig. 2: Visualization of the angle at which the camera is adjusted and positioning
where only part of the car is visible

utilizes ResNet, as explained earlier. During the training, the loss function used
is defined by the following equation eq.(2)

L =
1

n

∑
i

((
zi0 − ẑi0

)2
+

(
zi1 − ẑi1

)2
+

(
θiGT − θ̂iGT

)2
)

(2)

4 Experiment

All scenarios are conducted within the Unity simulation environment. The cre-
ation of products and their passage on a conveyor belt is implemented and
simulated in a simplified manner.

4.1 Dataset

The dataset was directly constructed within the simulation. Objects were ran-
domly placed within a specific area, and the dataset was built by adjusting the
camera angle. With each image capture, the z0, z1, and θGT values of the object
were saved as labels in a txt file. The camera angles ranged from 0° to 90°, in-
creasing by 5° increments, resulting in a total of 5,700 images, with 300 images
for each angle. Images were randomly arranged, leading to a substantial number
of images where the camera did not capture the object. However, it is expected
that if the robot arm does not capture the image, the robot’s movement should
increase. Therefore, this data was also applied in both training and testing.
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Fig. 3: Dataset sample in the Unity simulation environment featuring images
where only parts of objects are visible

4.2 Evaluation metrics

Utilizing Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared Error (MSE), and Mean
Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) as evaluation metrics provides a comprehen-
sive analysis. MAE represents the average absolute difference between predicted
and actual values, where lower values signify higher model accuracy. MSE com-
putes the average of squared differences, considering the magnitude of errors
in predictions. Lastly, MAPE, with values between 0 and 100, offers an easily
interpretable probability scale. Through these metrics, the aim is to assess ob-
ject estimation performance from various perspectives and reliably analyze the
experimental results.

4.3 Implementation setup

The experiments will be conducted in the following environment: Intel Core i9-
9960X, NVIDIA 2080 Ti x 4EA, and 125.5GB of memory. The training process
for the experiments will span 500 epochs, with a batch size of 64, a learning rate
of 0.001, and the Adam optimizer.

5 Conclusion

This study proposes a cognitive approach utilizing deep learning for the detection
of partially visible objects through robotic arm vision. Using Unity simulation,
scenarios were simulated where objects pass through a conveyor belt, capturing
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a dataset with only partial views in the camera. The dataset was constructed
with angles ranging from 0° to 90° in 5° increments, totaling 5,700 images with
300 images for each starting angle.

The plan involves preprocessing the dataset by removing irrelevant informa-
tion and structuring the data for training in the future. Additionally, there are
intentions to increase the number of epochs for enhanced predictive performance.
If the improvement proves insufficient, consideration will be given to reducing
input labels to z0 and z1 for estimating only the object’s position. The structure
will also be modified to compute θGT through operations. Furthermore, in this
study, the camera’s degree of freedom is limited to 1. However, currently com-
mercialized robotic arms typically have at least 6 degrees of freedom. The future
goal is to increase the camera’s freedom for more accurate object localization
and incorporate SLAM technology to explore the surrounding environment in
cases where the object is not captured by the camera.

This research is anticipated to be beneficial in the increasing use of robotic
arms in production processes in the future. When producing products with
robotic arms, there are likely to be many environmental constraints and un-
expected events. This study aims to reduce such events to enhance the efficiency
and reliability of production processes involving robotic arms.
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